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Describe a student walking across the graduation stage who is 

ready to successfully transition to the world outside of high school.

PURPOSE

LIFE-READY STUDENTS
1. Individual Framing

List characteristics, skills, mindsets, and behaviors of this student. Which 1-2 of 

these attributes have helped you the most through transitions in your own life? 

Why? Think of specific examples.

2. Sharing of Ideas 
Get together with a small group to share and discuss one of the attributes that 

you think is critical to navigating life transitions. Merge your lists into one list.

3. Group Mapping to Think, Know, Act, Go 







The economy has moved from mass production of standardized
goods to mass customization of goods and services.



Based on over a decade of research 

and 20 years of experience in the public 

education system, Dr. David T. Conley 

developed the Four Keys so students, 

families, and educators can identify and 

prioritize the skills that are needed to be 

successful after high school. In it’s 

simplest form, we refer to the Four Keys 

as THINK, KNOW, ACT, and GO. In 

order to prepare students to be lifelong 

learners, they need the ability to…



EPIC Study Description

PASS Field test of proficiency-based admissions standards system in 52 Oregon high schools

S4S Development of college readiness standards through interviews of AAU faculty and analysis of entry-level course documents

AP Best Practices Creation of hypothetical “best practices” college courses against which AP exams could be modeled by analysis of entry-level courses 

and expert review process.

CB Curr. Studies Analysis of course documents for AP subjects by expert panel, then synthesis of results to inform AP redesign in select subject areas.

CREST Analysis of courses, classroom observations and interviews at 38 select high schools that over-perform in getting students 

ready for college.

TCCRI Development of Texas’s college/career readiness standards, validation of standards by faculty, creation of “reference courses”

TTAP Analysis of alignment between placement tests and TCCRS.

Reaching the Goal Survey of ~2,000 postsecondary instructors in 25 subject areas on all Common Core Standards and other success indicators.

SCCAP Convening of high school and college instructors to align syllabi between exit-level hs course and entry-level college course.

JTPCS Identification of math/English in postsecondary career programs that is tested on NAEP

CCCA Identification of math/English in gen. ed. courses that is tested on NAEP

FOUNDATIONAL WORK: FOUR KEYS FRAMEWORK



Teachers require students to 

collect evidence, construct 

arguments, and self edit

Students work through 

complex problems with 

multiple possible solutions

Students employ varied 

styles of communication, 

including writing, speaking 

and listening skills



Considering their 

audience and context... 

• Code-Switching

• Built into secondary structure - not 

intentional  

• (How) do we recognize the strengths 

students of color often bring to the 

classroom from their life experiences?



Teachers help students 

see how what they are 

learning builds upon 

what they already know

Teachers help students 

gain an understanding of 

the value of individual 

effort and academic 

achievement

Classes have clear expectations for the knowledge 

and skills required to be successful in each course

Students are taught 

to employ multiple 

modes of writing and 

when to use them



• Growth mindset / resourcefulness / 

always learning

• Students of color transferring life experiences 

to the classroom 

• Foundational knowledge / applied learning



Students embrace 

challenges and persist 

despite obstacles

Students set goals for 

themselves and create 

plans for how they are 

going to achieve them

Teachers ensure 

that students know 

the expectations in 

each course for 

tests, assessments, 

and assignments

Students learn to identify 

strategies for learning such 

as taking notes and 

retaining key facts and 

terminology



• How do you create the space 

for skills students are bringing from 

outside the classroom to be expressed?

• Example: skills developed through family 

roles (collaboration, self-management)



Students incorporate their 

strengths into future 

academic and career plans

Guest speakers frequently come 

to classes to provide real-world 

examples of how they approach 

the world around them

Students are 

encouraged to 

advocate for 

themselves 

and others

Students are taught how to read financial 

information so they can make smart decisions



• How what ways can advocacy present itself?

• Individual vs. collective

• Do we create space for families





The Capstone Portfolio incorporates 

five Student Learning Capacities (SLCs) 

that consequently provide the 

instructional backbone for Savanna as a 

whole. 

The SLCs include the following:

• Critical Thinking and Inquiry

• Academically and Personally 

Accountable

• Communicators and Collaborators

• Globally Aware and Culturally 

Competent



10:30 am – 11:00am



GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS 

AND THE FOUR KEYS
How do GEAR UP’s Student Indicators 

map to the Four Keys?



Number of students enrolled in 

pre-algebra, Algebra I, and other 

advanced mathematics courses*

*includes geometry, Algebra II, Calculus, Trigonometry, and pre-calculus

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Number of students taking 

the ACT or SAT exam

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Students provided tutoring and 

homework assistance

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Students provided 

comprehensive mentoring

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Students provided 

counseling/advising/academic 

planning/career counseling

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Students provided college visits

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Parents provided workshops on 

college preparation/financial aid

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Decreasing number of students with 

10 or more Unexcused Absences

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Postsecondary enrollment

GEAR UP STUDENT INDICATORS AND THE FOUR KEYS



Number of students enrolled in advanced 

mathematics, English/language arts, and 

science courses

Number of students who have completed 

pre-algebra, Algebra I, and other advanced 
mathematics courses

Number of students taking the ACT or SAT exam

Students provided tutoring and 

homework assistance

Parents provided workshops on 

college preparation/financial aid

Students provided counseling/advising/academic 

planning/career counseling

Students provided college visits
Decreasing number of students with 

10 or more Unexcused Absences

High school graduation?

High school graduation?

High school graduation?

High school graduation?

FAFSA completion

Students provided tutoring 

and homework assistance



HOW DOES YOUR PROGRAM MAP TO THE FOUR KEYS?

1. Individual Framing
• In your role, what do you do to address 

each quadrant of THINK, KNOW, ACT, 

and GO with students or to support other 

educators? Think about yesterday, 

1 week ago, and 1 month ago.

2. Sharing of Ideas
• As a table, share with each other what 

you individually identified. Using your 

shared knowledge, discuss as a group ways 

those ideas can be leveraged with students, 

within the building, and/or within the district.

3. Map Your Program to the Four Keys
• Individually or with others from your 

program, map your activities to identify 

the leverage points (strong vs. weak) of 

your program in relation to the Four Keys.

4. Whole Group Share Out 

Identify the activities that are taking place to encourage/ enable/create specific 

outcomes for students to equip them with life-readiness skills in all areas of the Four Keys.

PURPOSE



Thank you for attending 

this workshop session.

To download materials used during this session, 

please visit www.inflexion.org


